What is LMS: INvest?

The Immunization Division at ISDH has launched a new Learning Management System (LMS), LMS: INvest, to centralize resources and meet the training needs of enrolled Vaccine for Children (VFC) providers. This site will include courses, quick reference guides, screencasts, and more to support our immunization providers in the VFC program. You have two options to access the LMS.

How Can I Access LMS: INvest?

1. Log in using the direct link (immlms.isdh.in.gov) with your CHIRP credentials OR Log in to CHIRP and select Dashboard on the left-hand side.

2. You will be redirected to the Dashboard. Select STC|U.

3. You will be redirected to the Homepage of LMS: INvest. Select Courses to find courses you are able to enroll in. You can also scroll to the bottom of the page to find Available Courses.